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Date  : 5 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of Portugal
Contact/Booking : sconsular@riade.dgaccp.pt

Alexandra Schmidt, a Portuguese journalist, travels to Viana do Castelo, to interview the 
conductor Francisco de Almeida, who is going to retire. There she faces him with his real name, 
Aaron Apelman, which is not reported in official biographies. The journalist’s curiosity makes the 
conductor recall a series of events that occurred in the remote month of June 1940, when, at the 
age of ten and still bearing that name, he was saved from the Nazi persecution by the action of 
Aristides de Sousa Mendes, the Portuguese consul in Bordeaux.

Film: O Cônsul de Bordéus (The Consul of Bordeaux) 
2011

Portugal

Date  : 6 May
Time  : 5.30pm
Venue  : Radisson Blu Hotel, Al-Mubarakiah Plaza, King   
   Abdulaziz Street, Riyadh
Contact/Booking : Anas.Idrees@sa.britishcouncil.org

A young Peruvian bear travels to London in search of a home. Finding himself lost and alone at 
Paddington Station, he meets the kindly Brown family, who offer him a temporary haven. Join us 
to watch the film to know more.

Film: Paddington 
2014

United Kingdom
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Date  : 7 May
Venue  : King Abdul-Aziz Historical Centre (National Museum), Riyadh
Contact  : By invitation only

On the occasion of Europe Day, H.E. Ambassador Adam Kulach, Head of the Delegation of 
the European Union in Riyadh, will inaugurate a cultural event and reception organised in co-
operation with the Saudi Commission for Tourism and Antiquities and the Ministry of Culture 
and Information of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The signing of the European Union anthem by 
the Choir of the British International School of Riyadh will be followed by the launching of the 
Photo Exhibition: “European Explorers in Saudi Arabia”, and by music performances by Polish 
accordionists Hubert Giziewski and Patryk Sztabiński, and Saudi sword dancers. 

Europe Day Celebration

Date  : 6 May
Time  : 3.30 pm
Venue  : Embassy of Germany
Contact/Booking : ku-1@riad.diplo.de 
    (Up to 15 children can participate. Please register early.)

Saudi artist Tarfa Al-Saud will introduce children of age 5 and 
above to art work which aims to express the complexity of 
human emotions that resides within each of us.

Art Workshop for Kids with Saudi artist Tarfa Al-Saud Germany
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A photographic journey of European explorers to the Arabian Peninsula, throughout the ages.

Photo Exhibition: European Explorers in Saudi Arabia 

Date  : 8 May (until 14 May)
Venue  : King Abdul-Aziz Historical Centre (National Museum), Riyadh
Contact  : Delegation-Saudi-Arabia@eeas.europa.eu

Date  : 8 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of Germany
Contact/Booking : events@riad.diplo.de

Listen and dance to Alternative Rock from the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s. Covers and original material in 
a French-German-Lebanese cooperation.

Concert: The Habibees Live! Germany 
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Date  : 9 May
Venue  : Residence of the European Union 
Contact  : By invitation only

Hubert Giziewski and Patryk Sztabiński completed their music studies at Poland’s most important 
music institution of higher education, the Fryderyk Chopin Academy of Music in Warsaw and 
already belong to the group of most distinguished Polish musicians of their generation.
During the many years of their artistic education, they have worked with such prominent artists 
as Włodzimierz Lech Puchnowski, Jerzy Jurek, Jerzy Łukasiewicz, Fridrich Lips, Yuri Shishkin, and 
received numerous honours and prizes at prestigious festivals and music competitions, both in 
Poland and abroad.  Their most important prizes include awards from festivals in Stalowa Wola, 
Chełm, Mława in Poland, as well as from competitions in Castelfidardo, and Ibla-Ragusa in Italy. 

As soloists and chamber music players, Hubert Giziewski and Patryk Sztabiński appeared at the 
most famous concert halls and artistic centres in Poland (including the National Philharmonic in 
Warsaw, and the Witold Lutoslawski Concert Studio of the Polish Radio) and around the world 
(the Suntory Hall in Japan, the Carnegie Hall in New York, to mention just two). In addition, they 
performed in concert in many countries around the world, including: Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, 
Lithuania, Saudi Arabia, China, Korea, Japan, Morocco, and USA.

Both musicians perform on Italian instruments made by master instrument-builders from Italy.

Concert: Harmonium Duo with Hubert Giziewski and Patryk Sztabiński



Sweden
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France

Date  : 11 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of France
Contact/Booking : film.ambassade@gmail.com

Film: Paris brûle-t-il? (Is Paris Burning?)
1966

This film is based on events that occurred in 1944, with Paris on the verge of Liberation by the 
allies. Adolph Hitler ordered that the City of Light be burned to the ground. General Dietrich Von 
Choltitz, after much rumination, refused to follow Hitler’s orders.

Date  : 11 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of Germany
Contact/Booking : events@riad.diplo.de   

Bavarian road-movie about three friends travelling to Moscow to hear Fidel Castro speaking. 
Subtitles in French.

Film: Trans Bavaria
2012 

Germany
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Date  : 12 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Residence of the Spanish Ambassador
Contact/Booking : emb.riad.cult@maec.es

Blancanieves is a Spanish black-and-white silent fantasy drama film written and directed by 
Pablo Berger. Based on the fairy tale “Snow White” by the Brothers Grimm, the story is set in 
a romantic vision of 1920s Andalusia. Berger calls it a “love letter to European silent cinema.” 
Blancanieves was Spain’s 85th Academy Awards official submission to Best Foreign Language 
category. The film won the Special Jury Prize and an ex-aequo Best Actress “Silver Shell” Award 
for Macarena García at the 2012 San Sebastián International Film Festival. It also won ten Goya 
Awards, including the Goya Award for Best Film at the 27th Goya Awards.

Film: Blancanieves (Snow White)
2012

Spain
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Date  : 13 May
Time  : 7.30 pm
Venue  : Residence of the Czech Ambassador
Contact/booking : consulate_riyadh@mzv.cz / jan_benes2@mzv.cz

The Czech Evening will present a unique exhibition of black and white photographs made by 
Prof. Alois Musil, well-known Czech Arabist and Explorer, during his travels to the Middle East in 
1898 – 1917, including to the Arabian Peninsula.  Over the course of his numerous journeys into 
the desert, Prof. Musil became a co-leader of two Bedouin tribes. After returning to Europe, he 
took a position as professor in the Faculty of Arts of Charles University and was instrumental in 
establishing the Oriental Institute in Prague. He published his lifework, the six-volume Oriental 
Explorations and Studies, in English. 

The “Beskydy Trio” will present the authentic music of Moravia, the native region of Prof. Alois 
Musil. The group features three young musicians: Mr Marian Sidlo Friedl, Mr Jiri Pospech and 
Mr Jiri Slavik Jr. They preserve the authenticity of Moravian music by playing original string 
instruments, flutes and pipes.

The Czech Children of Riyadh will perform traditional Czech dances and songs which they learned 
under artistic leadership of Mrs Emilie Slavikova, Spouse of the Ambassador of the Czech Republic.

Photo Exhibition and Musical Performances Czech Republic
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Date  : 17 May
Time  : 7.00 pm
Venue  : Residence of the Polish Ambassador
Contact/Booking : rijad.amb.sekretariat@msz.gov.pl

Justyna Kabala Zanni and Jaien Yoo will perform music by 
Bizet, Puccini, Offenbach, Gershwin and Strauss, among 
others. 

Justyna Kabala Zanni is a Soprano Singer from the National 
Opera of The Great Theatre in Warsaw. She studied classical 
music for 14 years, in Krakow, since the age of 7. In 1992, 
she was accepted into the Krakow Chamber Choir conducted 
by S. Krawczynski. From 1999, Justyna has been singing as 
a Soprano at the National Opera Choir in Warsaw, being 
able to perform the solo parts in “Turandot” by Puccini, 
and in “King Roger”, by Szymanowski. Together with the 
Krakow Choir, she took part in many concerts and festivals in 
Poland and abroad, including the Montpellier Festival.  She 
performed Polish music at Wigmore Hall in London, as well 
as in Cambridge, “Requiem” by Faure in Zurich, “Mass in G 
Major” by  F.Schubert in Barcelona and Dresden, and the 
“Aida” of Verdi in Oman.  Since 2015, she leaves in Dhahran, 
Saudi Arabia. 

Jaien YOO is a talented pianist with romantic and dramatic 
sound. She has been acclaimed for her poetic sensibility, 
technical brilliance, and rhythmic energy. She was born in 
Seoul, Korea, and started learning piano at age of 4. Jaein 
studied under a world-class pianist Ms. Soojeong Shin 
and attended the Kyungwon University. After receiving a 
bachelor’s degree in music, piano performance (1999), 
she went to the USA and received 2 Master’s Degrees 
from University of North Texas in Music Education (Piano 
Pedagogy) and in Piano Performance. Jaein has lived with her 
husband in Saudi Arabia since 2009. In Jeddah, she worked 
the King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, as a 
chorus pianist (2009-2013) and as a performing art teacher 
(2010).  At KAUST, She also had her private piano studio and 
taught many students in various age levels.  She moved to 
Dhahran with her family in November 2013 and is currently 
teaching private piano.

Concert: Justyna Kabala Zanni & Jaien Yoo Poland 
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“Born to be,” I am unique ... like everyone. Nature, genetic 
heritage, history and geography determine the appearance of 
human beings, but despite these differences, all people share 
the same “human values”. Now, let your imagination go through 
time and space. Who would you be if you were born elsewhere 
and came from another time? Discover the 80 portraits of a single 
man integrated into diverse eras, cultures and spaces. 

France

Date  : 18 May 
Time  : 8.00 pm   (Open daily from 17 to 20 May, between 10.00 am 3.00 pm)
Venue  : Embassy of France
Contact/Booking : expo.ambassade@gmail.com

Photo Exhibition: “Born to Be” by Mohamed Ben Arafa
 

Date  : 18 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of Italy
Contact/Booking : italianmovie2@gmail.com

Three Americans (a woman and two men) came to Naples to rob the Treasure of San Gennaro. 
The theft was organised on the night when the “Song Festival” gathered in front of TV the 
majority of people and the police. Everything seemed to go well except for a small detail of great 
importance: the best guardians of the Treasure are the Neapolitans themselves…

Film: The Treasure of San Gennaro
1966

Italy



Date  : 19 May
Time  : 10.00 am
Venue  : King Abdul-Aziz Historical Centre (National Museum), Riyadh
Contact  : Delegation-Saudi-Arabia@eeas.europa.eu

Colloquium: European Explorers in Saudi Arabia Netherlands

Ambassador Dr Hubert Lang (from Germany) will speak about Julius Euting, a German Traveler 
to Arabia in the 19th Century. Julius Euting was as an internationally-known scholar of early 
oriental civilizations, mastering at least seven oriental languages, who travelled from the Eastern 
shores of the Mediterranean Sea into Central Arabia, on camel and horseback over a distance of 
more than 2600 kilometers. Euting noted, described, drew and painted with great detail literally 
everything he saw during his trip through Inner Arabia, the landscapes he crossed, the people he 
encountered and the problems he came across. 

Professor Luc Chantre from Paris Sorbonne University will recount the stories of French pilgrims 
to the Arabian Peninsula between 1830 and 1914. 

The presentation of Dr Arnoud Vrolijk (Curator of Oriental Manuscripts and Rare Books at Leiden 
University Libraries in the Netherlands) will explore Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje’s role as an 
ethnographical photographer in the Arabian Peninsula and his contacts with local partners, both 
during his stay in Mecca in 1885 and afterwards. 

GermanyFrance
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Date  : 19 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Residence of the Belgian Ambassador
Contact/Booking : Joyce.Azzi@diplobel.fed.be

Christian, a provincial vet, lives a dull middle-class life. Married and childless, he and his wife 
have set up a small charity to Africa association, which he presides. But that is not enough to 
break up the monotony of his life. So Christian surfs... He makes himself a second life up on the 
Net and flirts with young African women looking for a better life. Until the day Faustine, a 26 
year-old girl from Burkina Faso, turns up at his consulting room…

Film: Yam Dam
2013

Belgium

Date  : 20 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of Germany
Contact/Booking : events@diplo.riad.de

Saudi Movie Night
 

Germany

Sanctity (2013) 
by Ahd Kamel

Fatin Drives Me Crazy (2013) 
by Mohammadi Sendi
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Date  : 21 May 
Time  : 7.00 pm
Venue  : Residence of the Polish Ambassador
Contact/Booking : rijad.amb.sekretariat@msz.gov.pl

Photo Exhibition: Poland – UNESCO World Heritage Sites
 

Poland

Date  : 21 May 
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of France
Contact/Booking : info.culture@af-ksa.com

DJ Concert: Océan Club  France

Three Professional DJs coming from Spain will mix during one evening at the French Embassy.

12
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Date  : 22 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of Italy
Contact/Booking : oasitalia@gmail.com  

Musical Performance: A Fascinating Tour around the World Italy

A pleasant traveler, with an umbrella and bowler 
hat, goes around the world to discover dances and 
traditions of the various continents. An infant girl 
weeps for the loss of her beloved doll and the traveler 
comforts her by explaining that the doll did not get 
lost, but that she left for a long journey… The girl 
indeed receives letters narrating tales of extraordinary 
trips throughout different countries. Dance steps 
with evocative costumes represent each country or 
continent.

Date  : 24 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of France
Contact/Booking : film.ambassade@gmail.com

Film: Diplomatie (Diplomacy)
2014
 

Sweden

As the Allies march toward Paris in the summer of 1944, Hitler gives orders that the French capital 
should not fall into enemy hands, or if it does, then ‘only as a field of rubble’. The person assigned 
to carry out this barbaric act is Wehrmacht commander of Greater Paris, General Dietrich von 
Choltitz, who already has mines planted on the Eiffel Tower, in the Louvre and Notre Dame and 
on the bridges over the Seine. Nothing should be left as a reminder of the city’s former glory. 
However, at dawn on 25 August, Swedish Consul General Raoul Nordling steals into German 
headquarters through a secret underground tunnel and there starts a tension-filled game of cat 
and mouse as Nordling tries to persuade Choltitz to abandon his plan.

The film “Diplomatie” will be preceded by a Saudi short film “Amongst” by Mohammed Al-
Salman.

France



Date  : 25 May
Time  : 7.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of Finland
Contact  : By invitation only

  

Seminar: Georg August Wallin Finland

Georg August Wallin was a Finnish orientalist, explorer and professor remembered for his 
journeys in the Middle East during the 1840s.

Date  : 25 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of Italy
Contact/Booking : italianmovie2@gmail.com

Film: Il Postino (The Postman)
1994
 

Italy

Date  : 26 May
Time  : 7.00 pm
Venue  : Residence of the Polish Ambassador
Contact/Booking : rijad.amb.sekretariat@msz.gov.pl

Film: Walesa – Man of Hope

Poland

A simple Italian postman learns to love poetry while delivering mail to a famous poet; he uses 
this to woo local beauty Beatrice.

The depiction of the life of Nobel Peace Prize winner and founder of Poland’s Solidarity 
movement, Lech Walesa, as events in the 1970s lead to a peaceful revolution.
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Date  : 1 June
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of France
Contact/Booking : expo.ambassade@gmail.com
    (Open daily from 27 May to 2 June - except on weekend days -   
    between 10.00 am 3.00 pm)

Photo Exhibition: Vera Vernerova France

Vera Vernerova is a Czech photograph who travels a lot. She particularly focuses on women.

Date  : 27 May
Time  : 8.00 pm
Venue  : Embassy of Italy
Contact/Booking : politicalromania@gmail.com

Film: California dreamin’
2007
 

Romania

A railway chief delays a NATO train transporting military equipment during the war in Kosovo  
in 1999.
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